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			Our Most Popular Rental Destinations in the Last 30 Days
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			Orlando, Florida


		

	

Book Now
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			Atlanta, Georgia


		

	

Book Now
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			Alexandria, Virginia
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			Wheelchair Van Rentals


		

	


	
		
			Wheelchair Getaways is dedicated to providing quality rental vans with handicap-accessible features. Our organization is a member network of wheelchair van rental locations that are all committed to improving the accessible transportation options for people requiring adaptive equipment for mobility.
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			Convenient Wheelchair Van Rental Locations Across the United States

Wheelchair Getaways is proud to be the largest rental organization in the industry with the most impressive selection across the country. We are proud to offer exciting destinations such as Orlando, Florida, Honolulu, Hawaii, and Anchorage, Alaska. If you need a local rental, that’s available too, with over 200 locations we are there where you are.

Find The Perfect Wheelchair Van Rental

With our easy to use Wheelchair Getaways search tools, you can easily find a wheelchair van rental nearest you or your destination. Whether you are looking for a local rental or needing something waiting for your arrival at the airport our partners offer great rates and safe, reliable rental vehicles.


		

	





    
                
        Wheelchair Van Features

                New models and low mileage mobility vehicles for your driving comfort.
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			Why Rent A Van From Wheelchair Getaways

There are many reasons to rent a wheelchair accessible rental van from Wheelchair Getaways.

	New and low mileage mobility vehicles for your driving comfort.
	Onsite handicap accessible van rental inventory.
	Wide geographic availability.
	Lowered floor minivans for rent with wheelchair ramps and tie-downs.
	Convenient delivery services to your home, work, or airport*.


With our large network we are able to provide the most wheelchair accessible rental options to our customers. We understand that not every person has the same needs for transportation and strive to be able to provide the most options at an affordable price.

*Not available at all locations. Contact location for details.


		

	





    
                
        What Customers Are Saying

                Listen to what people just like you have to say about renting a wheelchair van from Wheelchair Getaways!
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					Wheelchair Getaways is an exceptional provider of accessible van rentals. The owner/operator Andrew is totally focused and provides the highest quality vans and service. This was our first experience, but we are booking for a second trip shortly. My wife and I highly recommend Wheelchair Getaways of FL.				
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[image: Alfred A. Avatar] Alfred A.
3/22/2024
 

			
		

		
			
			
				
					Handled very professionally. The van was in excellent condition and the process was simple. The staff was very helpful.				
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[image: Mark E. Avatar] Mark E.
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					Everything was fine no problem ???? nice receptionist. Work with me. Nice van. I was well pleased.				
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					Wonderful seamless rental of a wheelchair van. Sue was especially helpful and Courteous. We will definitely use the service again!				
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					A wonderful experience.  Ashley was outstanding.  I recommend this service highly				
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					Easy pickup and delivery.  Great communication via text message.  Chrysler needs to rethink their availability of cup holders and the lack of any that are accessible when driving.  Florida sunshine is nice but gets hot when driving and people need something to drink.				
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					Excellent and efficient response.				
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					The staff was helpful and friendly and the van was perfect				
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[image: kinney l. Avatar] kinney l.
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					Just amazing service and clarity regarding the delivery arrangement -- absolutely recommended!				
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					We needed an accessible van for our trip. It’s a family run business so it was nice to support them. Very costly for a week. We were never told there would be extra charges for airport pick up and drop off and an additional charge for Sunday drop off until we got our bill and noticed everything on there. It’s not like we could go without the van, we would’ve payed the charges anyways but it would’ve been nice to know ahead of time. We piled in with 2 manual chairs and 1 power chair plus luggage and scuba gear, we made it work. Thanks for everything and being so kind. Mahalo~				
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					The service was very good.				
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					Nothing to share other than I requested a quote and never received one. No rental was established. I will travel and will need a chair capable vehicle but I will look to others service because of the way this request was handled				
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					They are very easy to deal with and bring the van to you at the airport and I will deal with this company again				
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					Unfortunately I was not able to rent a vehicle because I dont have a credit card, but they were very efficient and helpful with all my questions. If I had a Major credit card I would have rented.				
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					Very nice fleet of vans. Customer service was excellent. A special way to go to Michael who treated my family like they were gold members.				
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					Needed a van that I could wheel my cousin into for an appointment. Just got it for the day. The van and modifications are top notch. Worked great and pick up and drop of were easy. Price was very reasonable too.				
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					Great service				
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					Unfortunately I was not able to rent a vehicle because I dont have a credit card, but they were very efficient and helpful with all my questions. If I had a Major credit card I would have rented.				
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Wheelchair Getaways is a one-stop-shop for renting wheelchair-accessible vans. We are the largest accessible vehicle network in America, connecting over 210 transportation providers all over the nation through our platform. We offer the easiest user experience in the mobility industry, helping you get autonomy and freedom that are not just affordable, but liberating. 
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	RENTAL QUOTE
	OUR VANS
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		(866) 224-1750
	
	
		
info@wheelchairgetaways.com
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